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Mobile officer under
investigation
Marshall Freeman resigned from police force
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Liz Nelson

MOBILE, Ala. (WALA) - The Mobile Police Department is
conducting an administrative and criminal investigation of
Mobile Police Officer Marshall Freeman.

Freeman is a 20-year veteran of the department, who
was assigned to the Community Services Division.

It's been alleged he had inappropriate sexual contact with
a female juvenile in 2009. After receiving information on
March 3, 2010, an investigation was begun and Officer
Freeman was placed on administrative leave. On March

11, 2010, while the department was preparing an administrative hearing, the officer resigned.

According to Chief Michael T. Williams, the alleged offense is "not only unethical but also egregious. This is the type of
behavior that will never be tolerated in the Mobile Police Department."

The investigation will continue, and the results will be presented to the District Attorney's Office.
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abc
ok if he followed you home y didnt u report it then...y wait until now to air old dirty laundry....and theres
always 2 sides to every story....dnt be so judgemental so fast (even with whatever u remember 4rm
the past).

1 YEAR AGO 

pangaea90
I have known Marshall For at least 30 years and I must say this "allegation" doesn't surprise me. How
did we meet? He and his brother followed me home from school when I was 16. I was walking, they
were in a van.
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pamela0817
I use to know Marshall and it dosen't surprise me
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